Culturability, metabolic activity and composition of ambient bacterial aerosols in a surrogate lung fluid.
Interactions of particulate matter (PM) and respiratory tract play a crucial role in PM-related respiratory diseases. The majority of the work focuses on the oxidative stress induced by reactions between PM-borne redox-active components and lung lining fluid (LLF). The effects of PM-borne biological components are largely unknown. Of all PM-borne biologicals, bacteria, as living microorganisms, are closely related with inflammatory immune responses. However, its inhalation risk is usually determined without considering the respiratory physiological conditions. In this study, a surrogate lung fluid (SLF) with four typical antioxidants was applied to characterize the ambient bacteria, including concentrations of total bacteria/viable bacteria/culturable bacteria, metabolic activity, bacteria-derived endotoxin, as well as the community structure. Comparing to those determined by SLF, we find that use of PBS leads to an underestimation of the bacterial culturability and metabolic activity. No effect was seen regarding the number of total bacteria and viable bacteria (with intact membrane). Population structure change was seen for bacteria cultured from SLF-collected samples, when compared to that from PBS. Spore-forming bacteria, e.g., genus Bacillus, were found to be easily recovered with SLF. This implies that use of PBS could underestimate the bacteria inhalation risk, especially those bacterial endospores. Our work highlights the necessity to consider the respiratory airway environment when evaluating microbial inhalation risk.